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PLATINUM ACCESS SYSTEMS, INC.

Platinum Model PL-JS-181 Receiver
Installation & Program procedure

A. Platinum Receiver PL-JS-181 Installation:
1. Connect two blue wires to the RESET, J15, 2-Pin green connector on the board if apply.
2. Connect Red , Black, and two Grey wires to RADIO J11 in the following way:
Connect Red wire to +28V
Connect one Grey wire to RAD
Connect Black wire and the other Grey wire to GND.

Receiver Wire Connection Picture 1

B. Programming the PL-JS-181 Receiver to work with the PL-RC-C1 Transmitter:
1. Open the Receiver by taking off the screw on the bottom side of the receiver.
2. Press down and then release the K1 tactile switch which located at the corner that near the silver
crystal in the receiver. The LED will turn in green. Then press down and hold button #1 on the
Platinum Transmitter PL-RC-C1 for 3 seconds.
3. The Receiver LED will be flashing once it has learned the Transmitter code successfully.
4. Wait for about 5 seconds. Then press button #1 on the Transmitter to confirm the transmitter
works with the receiver. If not, then repeat step 2 to step 4 to make it works.
5. Repeat step 2 to step 3 to program the other three transmitter buttons if need.

Location of the Tactile Switch in the PL-JS-181 Receiver
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Procedure to make the Transmitter PL-CRC-I11 to copy the Transmitter PL-RC-C1 code:
1. Press down both buttons in the same time on the PL-CRC-I11 transmitter and hold it till the blue
LED flashing for 3 seconds (It takes about 13 seconds totally).
2. Next bring both transmitters PL-RC-C1 and PL-CRC-I11 close to each other. Make sure the
transmitter PL-RC-C1 antenna is touching the transmitter PL-CRC-I11 top surface.
3. Press down PL-CRC-I11 transmitter “A” button and hold it. Then press down the PL-RC-C1
#1 button. The PL-CRC-I11 blue LED will flash a few times once it has learned the code
successfully.
4. Repeat step 2 to Step 3 to make the PL-CRC-I11 button” B” to learn the #2,#3, or #4 button code
from the PL-CR-C1 transmitter.

Picture shown the position of the transmitters when using
transmitter PL-CRC-I11 to copy the code from transmitter
PL-RC-C1

Procedure to Erase the Transmitter PL-CRC-I11 code :
1. Press and hold both button A & button B down until the blue LED flashing for 3 seconds.
Normally it takes about 10 seconds.
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